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Summar 

bJe report oriieasurement~ of the y-dependence of 
iA2 paritjr non-conserving zsymmctzies for inri:,stic 
dectron sczrtering from di?Literium. The mezsurer:ents 
cmer 3 :s::ge bf y values from C.15 to 0.36 2nd show 
oY.ly a s.La:l y-dependence, 
sgreemznt with the 

732 results are in yood- 

0.221; t :I.g:?rj. 
Weinberg-S&lam m~dcl for sin-a\; - 

;:V 2 (1 e.;-&c f for rhe existence of parity non-conaerva- 
t,.m Ir: inelastic scattering o, electruns from de;iteriti:i;i 
::,?d hydrogen has nlrezdy be.3 reported. l We have since 
exixied our me;s:zements over a wider kinematic range 
ior t:12 ~rocc!ss 

_. 
+I3 'R L 

rihcre oF:L) is the cross section d2c/dRdE' for right- -.\ ,>.:nded (I.eit-h anded) incident electrons scattering from 
d?ut?ri,,. This quantity is expected to he non-zero 
CiGn. C'S L:L:erferen CF! 'octl<*een (be weak and electromagnetic 
term n?d Is estimated to be of .rhc order 

Fig. i. The amplitude for e-hadron 
scattering consists of an electro- 
magnetic piece, shown as a single 
virtual photon exchange, and a weak 
neutral current piece. The charac- 
teristic strengths are a/Q2 and G, 
respecti.Jely. Under parity, the 
wea!k term contains parts which 
cknge sqp, lsading to weak-elec- 
tr>)mag*e;iL: interference effects in 
the cross eection for scatirering of 
polarized electrons. 

it is the smaliuess of the expected asymmetries that 
makes the measurements difficult and recuires so~cial 
experix+ntsl techniques to control the size of stzitis- 
tic21 2rd systematic errors. 

Within the framework of the simple quark-parton 
mdel of t:;.e nucleon, .;qhere the electrons are assumed 
to scatter off spin l/2 constituents only, it c3n be 
shown that the asymmetry A hcs the generel fo:rm 

I will briefly review the experimental i-echzLques 
used in our experiment and the earlier evidence \;;e 
obtained for existence of parity non-conservation. '3 f 
data and fits to the forms Fqs. (4) and (5j will be 
~lloX*n. I will conclude with remarks a.borrt thz motie?- 

independent analysis and the connections o.ur results 
have to the recent parity violation seen in atnz;ic 
physics: spectra. 

Figure 2 shows the elements of our experiment in a 
highly schematic form. Longitudinally pclnrized elec- 
trons were ootained by photoemission from a gall-lum 
arsenide crystal optically pumped with iaser light. 
Bc?sed on a suggestion in 1974 by &r&n (SLAG), and 
Pierce and Siegmann (Zurich) that circularly polarized 
laser light could photoemit large currents of longi- 
tudinaily polarized electrons from gallium arser.;de, a 
development of an injector fcr the linac w'.s u:n?ert-ken I‘_ 
in 1974, and compieted in 1977. The source routinely 
provides full SLAC beam intensities at a polarizzticn 
around 40%. Polarization is fixed for the i.5 wet 
long beax pulses at SLAC, but CR* be reversed bctr:e2n 
beam pulses by reversing the circular polarizaticu of 
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Fig. 2. Schematic layout of experiment. 

the lase-r light. Most importantly, the polarization 
can be reversed with little or no influence on orher 
bean, parameters such as current, position or angle on 
the target, energy, or beam phase space. Thus cross 
section comparisons between + and - helicity can be 
meaningfully made. F!e chose to randomize the pattern 
of + and -'s to remove biases due to drifts in our 
apparatus and drifts or periodic changes in beam para- 
meters. 'The accelerator operated at 120 pulses per 
second at energies from 16.2 GeV to 22.2 GeV. No pro- 
bl.ems with depolarization of the longitudinal spin were 
seen (or expected) during the acceleration. 

Extensive monitoring of the important parameters 
(current, energy, position and angle) was performed 
continually during the runs, and ruled out systematic 
s~rors in A from these sources above a level of 10-5. 
The transport system was instrumented with toroid 
charge monitors that measure the charge delivered in 
each pulse to the target, and with resonant microwave 
position monitors that permitted measurement of the 
position and angle of the beam at the target. A micro- 
have cavity position monitor was placed in the transport 
system ?,+ere energy was dispersed horizontally, per- 
mitting measurement of beam energy. Signals derived 
from the pcsition monitors were analyzed by a micro- 
computer and corrections were generated to remove 
drifts seen in the beam parameters. These procedqures 
significantly imprcved stability in the important beam 
F"L-E3Peter.S . 

The experimental asymmetry is related to the parity 
violating asymmetry, defined by Eq. (2), according to 

A exp =PeA , 

and our fine1 values for A are obtained by dividing the 
e;tperiaental asymmetries by measured values of the beam 
polarization, P,. The expertment was instrumented to 
monitor on a Erequent basis the value of P,, under the 
same becm conditions as for our data. Errors in Pe 
cantribure directly to errors in A, and are included 
in cur systematic errors. The technique used was 
elastic scattering of polarized beam electrons from 
polarized target electrons (Kjller scattering) at high 
energy. Poiarized taqet electrons were obtained by 
mzgretically saturating a thin iron foil, oriented so 
tisnt target electron spins were nearly parallel to the 
beam direction. The Holier measurements were made 
sa-era1 times per day, and obtained an average polari- 
zacioii P e = (37?2)%. Me also monitored the polariza- 
ticn ai the source by the traditionai low energy 
technique of Mott scattering from gold foils. For the 
latter measurements P, = (39?4)Z. We use the more 
accxate high energy value. 

cross sections for electrons scattered at 4' were 
measured with a magnetic spectrometer. The spectro- 
meter ncmentum was varied from 11 to 16.5 GeV/c during 
the course of the experiment, to obtain a range of y 
vi:.C"e s . Electrons passing into the acceptance of the 

spectrometer were counted by two counters, The first 
was a 3 meter long atmospheric gas Cerenkov counter, 
and the second a lead glass shower counter divided fnto 
low end high momentum halves, placed behind the Cerenkov 
counter. Anode currents from the photomultiplier tubes 
in each counter were integrated and digitized for each 
beam pulse. These counters were analyzed independently 
tilrough separate electronic charnels. They were not 
cperated in coincidence. The integrated signals from 

the photomultipliers provided a measure of the flux of 
electrons through the spectrometer for each beam p"ulse? 
and when these measured fluxes were normalized by the 
charge delivered to the target, each beam pulse resulted 
in a cross section value from each counter, in arbitrary 
units. Precise normalization of cross section measure- 
ments is unnecessary for asymmetries defined in Eq. (2). 
By averaging over a sufficiently large number of beam 
pulses, the statistical errors were reduced below the 
10e5 level. 

The key to the success of these measurements lies 
in the control of systematic effects in the beam. It 
is very difficult if not impossibie to measure al! 
important sources of systematic error. Bather than 
attempt to do so, we rely on consistency checks and null 
measurements to show that our measurements are free of 
large systematic errors. The best example of +h<s is 
shown in Fig. 3. Iiere we demonstrate that experimental. 
asymmetries exhibit the modulation expecter! for the g-2 
precession of the electron spin In the beam transport 
system. Cxing to the anomoious magnet-ic moment cf the 
electron, and to the 24 !> degree bend in t!:e !;ransport 
system, the electron spin will precess ahead of the 
electron direction by an amount 

6 cx 
prec bend 

E 7T 

= m"~m radians 

(7) 

The majority of our data were taken at 19.4 GeV, 
(Bprec = 671), where positive electron helicity at the 
so=rce gave positive helicity at the target. But at 
16.2 GeV and 22.2 GeV, this was not so. Experimental 
asymmetries are measured relative to the source polari- -__ 
zation, and should be modulated by the additional g-2 
precession according to 

(8) 

Figure 3 shows the asymmetri.es that were measured 
separately in the t'nro counters at four energies, and a 
fit of the form given by Eq. (8). The point at 17.3 
GeV corresponds to the spin transverse to the scattering 
plane, where p'hysics asymmetries are expected to vanish. 
This Is one of our null points, and it limits the con- 
tribution we may get from unexpected systematic effects. 
so systematic effects we know of can mimic the g-2 
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Fig. 3. Experimental asymmetries, 
divided by P,Q2 are compared for two 
cocnters (Cerenkov counter and lead 
glass shower counter) at four beam 
energies and to a fit representing 
the expected modulation due to g-2 
precession of the electron spin in 
the beam transport system. The data 
p0irts at 17.8 GeV constitute one of 
several null measurements satisfied 
by our data, and iimit the sizes of 
systematic errors that may be in the 
data. 

_ - 
modulation of our asymmetries, and we take the results 
of Fig. 3 to be clear evidence of parity violation in 
electron scattering. 

The results of Fig. 3 were obtained in the Spring 
of 1373, 2nd further data were o'otained in November and 
Dec"iii:jer . Only minor changes were introduced for the 
latter data. The most significant change was to the 
optics configuration in the spectrometer. Tine quadru- 
poie strength was increased to provide a momentum focus 
ar the location cf the lead glass shower counter. This 
resuired in a somewhat reduced momentum acceptance, but 
provi:G a sharp sep aration in momentum acceptances for _ 
the tlis ha i-ces of the lead glass counter. These two 
hal;~es were always analyzed in separate electronic 
ch*nneis (along with the sum signal in a third channel). 
Fcr wila: Ecliows WC have taken only the lead-glass 
counter data, resulting in better definition cf the 
)' val.1e. The earlier data from the Spring 1978 runs 
has aiso been re-analyzed in the separate haives of the 
shower counter, and we include the older data for our 
final analysis. Althougfi the older data have the y- 
aCCepts?lCea less sharply defined, we observe no signi- 
ficant differences where they overlap with the recent 
faii results, and treat them on an equal footing with 
the more recent datn. 

Figure 4 and Table I shcw the combined results 
from all. our runs taken mostly at 19.4 GeV for secondary 
eserpies 2: =li to i4.5 GeV. The earlier data taken at 
x.2': 10.4 and 22.2 GeV are also included. we plot 
as>-nmetries divided by Q2 at the mean y values obtained 
for each setting. Each point is shown with double 
error bars. The inner f-rora I are statistical errors 
Otllj-. The outer error bars have systematic and statis- 
tic-1 errors combined. An additional ?511 overail 
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Fig. 4. Asymmetries measured at rhese incident 
energies are plotted against y = (Eo- E'j/'E,~. 
S'he total error bar gives the ccnbinad statistical 
and systematic error. The inner error shows the 
statistical part only. The data are compared to 
two SlJ(2) x 'J(1) models, the minimal Weinberg- 
Salam model and the hybrid model. The W-S model 
is a satisfactory fit, 3ut the hybrid model fails, 
1; two-parameter model-independent fit (see Eq. (4j), 
based only on simple quark-parton model assumpiicns, 
is also shown. The Weinberg-Saiam fit falls within 
the I-G errors for the model-independent fit. 

uncertainty in scale, due to the error on T,, is not 
shown. 

Figure 4 also shows 3 fits to the data. The first 
is the Weinberg-Salam model, taken with the simple 
quark-parton modei of the nucleon, and has the form 
~110;~ in Eq. (5). It depends on a singie parameter 
sin e w ' w‘nich has a fit oaiue 

2 
sin 6 w 

= 0.224 f 0.020 . (9) 

The chi-squared value for the fit is 1.04 per degree of 
freedom (10 d. of f.), assuming the co;nbined errors 
correspond to gaussian standard deviaticns. A second 
SL'(2) x U(l) model, which assumes the right-handed 

electron has a heavy neutral partner, 00 i 
) \e- R is also 

shown. In the "hybrid" model the asymmetry must go to 
G at y = 0 due to the vanishing of the electron axial- 
vector part of the neutral current coupling. T'ne data 
xule this model out. A third fit to the data is shown 
for the "Xodei Independent" form de<ined by Eq. (4). L 
"Xodel Independent" refers to the absence of gauge 
theory assumptions, although quark-parton model ideas 
are still required. This fit yields the two parameters 

a1 = (-9.7 f 2.6) x 10 -5 (GeV/cj -2 

and (10) 

-5 
a2 = (4.9 + 8.1) x 10 (Gev/c?-2 
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I 
Table I -- --- 

Asymmetries and kinematic parameters. This table includes earlier data presented in 
Ref. i. An additional 55% error in scale, due to uncertainty in P,, is net included. 
x E 9*/2H(Eo- E') and y = (Eo-E')/Eo. 

22.2 

22.2 

~ !- 

c 
L 

0.92 

1.53 

1.52 

1.33 

1.28 

1.25 

1.16 

1.07 

0.93 

1.96 

1.66 -i 
1 

x Y 

0.14 0.22 

0.28 0.15 

0.26 0.16 

0.16 0.23 

0.14 0.25 

0.13 0.26 

0.11 0.29 

0.09 0.32 

0.07 0.36 

0.28 0.17 

0.15 0.26 

I rcill return to discuss the significance of these para- 
meters in a moment, but first let me say 2 few words 
about errors. 

Ve determine the best value for sin2(+,, by fitting 
the data to the form of Eq. (5). The error on sin 2 e5! 
COZlSlSCS of the statistical part (0.012) 2nd a systema- 
tic part (O.CO8). The systematic error comes from 
se7,eral S,~'.%~Ci,S' , beam nonitorir~ acd backgzoznd sub- 
tractions contribute point-to-point systematic errors, 
ard uncertainty in P, contributes an overall scale 
unc er i:ainty in FL. Beyond these experimeintal errors, 
ti-. er e may be uncertainties in the "theory" as repre- 
sented in Eq. (5). The simple quark-parton model 
assumes scattering from valence quarks only. If we 
add a 10% q< .sea contribction, the coefficients in Eq. 
(5) are &ififd slightly, and the best value for 

.?, ?ln-dV 1s CeerLy - identical 0.226. The effects of qq 
sea terms are negligible. tiorlever effects outside the 
fra~aewcric of the simple quark-par-ton model can be 
13qnr. This question has been studied by several 
eut~h.~3~s. 2, 3: : 0 The y-dependence Is modified by finite 
non--zcr,u R = oTjoT vaiues, the a2 term of Eq. (5) is 
;3;:Lified '3:' gpli-scnling effects at low Q* (as observed 
in neutrino data), and the a.1 part of Sq. (5) can be 
modified by coherent scattering effects. Based on the 
i,odifI;caricn to Eq. (5) suggested by these authcrs, we 
c:>t:ihl :3cst vs11xLs of sin23 from 0.210 to 0.230 for 
cur data. From these numbers we estimate that the 
crrcr 624 tc partox jrodci uncertainties is iO.010. WC 
'ha,-2 20: included this term in ocr experimentsi error, 
b-2~ cocclude that the error on the "t'heory" may be as 
ia;roe as 0.2~ enperimontal error. 0 

1 ~culd no:i like to make a few brief remarks about 
?r?~resa in the moilel indooendent analysis of neutral 
current reactions and the connections our work has to 
garit:: viola:ion in bismuth and thallium atoms . We 
has-e ta'ken note of the remarkable success of the 
Weinjerg-Salam model of weak and electromagnetic inter- 

Total 
A;yr;me t ry Error 
(GeV/c)-2 (GeV/cjm2 

-il.8 ? 4 . 5 

- 8.9 ?r 1.3 

- 9.2 + 1.7 

- 6.3 f 1.7 

-13.4 r 2.8 

- 8.6 i 2.0 

-10.4 + 1.8 

-4.6 It 2.9 

- 5.3 t 3.0 

-7.0 i 2.1 

- 8.9 f. 2.8 

Statistical 
Error Only 
(G~V/C)-~ 

- 

? 3.4 

t 1.1 

k 1.2 

f 1.4 

i 1.6 

5 1.6 

ir 1.4 

2 2.2 

k 2.0 

f. 1.9 

* 2.2 

actions, but in the spirit of objective experimentai 
investigation one can ignore all gauge theory ideas and 
look at the model independent approach. This approach 
has been emphasized by a number of authors2-"'Y-16 
particularly with regard to neutrino neutral current 
interactions, but has now been extended to include the 
parity violation results in electron-hadron interactions. 

The neutral current interaction has both .a vector 
part and an axial-vector part. Vh?rr crdina-ry hadronic 
matter is involved (as is the case in e D or e-nuclei 
interactions) each of these parts can be deccmposcd into 
isovector and isoscalar pieces. That is, there are four 
phenor:enologic2l couplings, r’he vector-iscvector term, 
the vector-isoscalar term, the axial-vector-isovector 
term, and the axial-vector-isoscalar term. In the 
noration ofJ!u~~g and Sakurai, iZ,iQ,!E. ti;es2 terms are 
denoted a, B, y, and x respectively. in the simzle 
cigars parton mcdel the heavier qu2ricS (s:c,b,...: are 
neglected. In terms of these phenomenologicai cocpiiugs, 
the asymmetry, Eq. (2), becomes 

A GF 2' 

c2 
y r(&V,3) --=--.- 

2&a 10 
L 

+(g+T/3) i- (1-Y) 
1c (1-y)2d 

/ . (I.!) 

The results of the model-independent fit, 6q. (lo>, 
then determine the linear combinations 

,+v"/3 = -0.60 + 0.16 

;+:/3 = 0.31 i 0.51 ) 

but this is insufficient information to compiete the 
determination of the four fundamental parameters. To 
n!ake the separations we must turn to other processes 
whl.ch can measure different combinations OE these four 
parameters. Comparison between ep and eD asymmetries in 
principle could provide new information, but differences 
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are expected to be so small that the measurements in 
practice would be extremely difficult to make meaning- 
fdly. Elastic scattering off protons, deuterons and 
higher Z nuclei at medium energies looks more promising, 
and experiments now being planned may ultimately pro- 
vide us new information. At present we are limited TV 
atomic p:lysics parity non-conservation in bismuth and 
ihalli~n,~~-*~ where the weak charge can be expressed 
in the nearly orthogonal combizati.OnS 

qq (biszth) = 43; - 627; 

Q, (thallium) = 42a - 6127 

and the parity violation resuits in atoms, plus our 
latest results, can detcrmLne the parameters z', ?. 
However, two other terms, 5 and 6, are not present for 
aion;ic physics parity violation, and these remain 
unsqxrnted. 

The recent aork of Hung and Sakurai14 make an 
important step in the determination of these parameters. 
They ;1oinr out t17nc the world's data on neutral currents 
,show consistency wit‘n factorization of these phenomeno- 
logical couplings into a product of leptonic and 
hadronic (i.e., quark) parts. The experimental evidence 
is not conclusive, but just suggestive. Assuming 
factorization to be valid, Hung and Sakurai proceed to 
complete the separation of all the phenomenoIogica1 
neutral current coupling parameters. Although not 
completeiy free of assumptions, their analysis provides 
for the first time a complete separation of the parity 
violating neutral current parameters, a result that is 
nc:r' since the Tokyo conference. I believe the real 
message from their analysis is the need to improve all 
neutral current data, and the importance of testing the 
fscro-rization relations. 

T:hy should we care about factorization and the 
exuerimental determination of these parameters? These 
parameters can be indirectly related to the questions 
cf t:ie Higgs structure of gauge theories acd to the 
q::estion of how many Z"'s exist. The single Z" hypo- 
thesis of the minimal SU(2) x U(1) model implies 
factorlaati.on of the neutral current ccuplings (but 
tne converse is not necessariiy true). Carefui mea- 
scrcncncs, and much improved experimental errors will 
permit more precise testing of these gauge theory 
predicilons. In particular we will be looking for 
deviations from the Weinberg-Salam model as an indica- 
tion of more colmpiicated Higgs structure or a larger 
-~~ectcr boson complement qirhan the present theory con- 
tains. Until the day comes when we directly produce 
t;,e z' i.n the laboratory, low energy experiments are 
5:~ only tools :<e have, and it is important to pursue 
tiles2 difficlu, 't measurements if we are to further our 
understz&in g of the fundamental questions. 

i. 
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Q. (Caid, 'University of Gueiph, Canada) Wouid you like to comment on the connection to aconic physics? 

A . Yss, I will say a few words about that. 
parameter, sin2Q, 

In the context of the \.Jeinberg-Salam Fodei, there is o~?e free 
which relates experiments. 752 0,7tical rotation i.n bismth reported by :;ovosif:izsk 

md tie circular dichroism measurements in thallim r,:ported by Eerkeley are in zgrezment with sLn2011 
.-3, ; within their errcrs. One musr relax the as.jllRpL:ions of the Weinberg-Salam mdel to study the 

experimenta& determization of the neutral currs:,'; \:oaplings. I think the spirit of the modei independenr 
analysis of neutral currents in best for that, ELI Y refer yoil to tii? work of E1ur.s and Sakurai for mre 
precise definition of terms. Parity violation in c-hadron interactions can be described in terms of 

x four free coupling parameters a, p, V, anti x in !-heir terminoiogy. The SLAC e3 dara cari be brck-;c into 
two parts, a, and a2 corresponding to hadronic vzio: n?.-! hadronic axial-vector parzs, respcctiuzly. 
The a: term co!lsisrs of a sum of the fundamental cocj-linys c. and 7, while the "3 IICL^"l gets . Con~r1DUtlor.3 
from g and 8' couplings. Atomic bismth parity vioZi;i-ion, and simila-rly for thailim, are sensitive on1.y 
t3 t.c.e y coupling. SLAC eD data alone cannot be used to 
with atoaic physics parity 

extract these fundamental couplings, '5-t take2 
vio!.ation results, cou;~ nerrnit separation of the parameters. i;nfortui?stely, 

the experimental situation in atomic physics reo,n-ins soz>er;::at clouded. At Ber'xeLeJi theJj d<e presently 

taikiq data on thallium and in the near frture ;-<~LI shc~~ild hear more results. I think they are doing a 
very careful jcb. In Seattle and Oxford, they have continiled to study bismuth but i think their results 
are sr.ili low compared to Weinberg-Salrm predictior;. 'ihey 2re now stcdyirrg possible scurces cf system- 
aric errors. Novosibirsk recectly reported new results, still consistent witih Mcinberg-SaTan przdicrions, 
but with refined errors. The SLAC eD data, in ths conccst of the Rode1 independer.t analysis, call be mada 
coqatibie with Amy of these cxperimen~s simply !:y aljilstlr,g the values of these coupling Farame'ers. 
It is only Ehe gauge theory that may be giving us 5o:r.e kind of indication as to who among these is go<ng 
co be correct or not. The experimental discrepancies in atomic physics parity violation need to be 
resolved. 
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